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Abstract— The main recommending of this report is to describe about image retrieval research and designing an Image Retrieval system. 

The main support of image retrieval is used as color, texture, and shape that represent the information of any   image. It is used in any 

system for browsing and searching image from big database storage. It has mainly 3 methodologies they are: text-based image, content-

based image, semantic based image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to increase the perfect move for image retrieval, a content-based image retrieval system (CBIRS) based 

on its algorithm proposed. Color, texture and edge have been the primitive low-level image caption in content-

based image retrieval systems. In this part we planned a system that splits the retrieval process into two stages. 

In the query stage, the main factor descriptors of a query image were extracted and then   used to classify the 

similarity between the query image and images in the database. The main recommending of this report is to 

describe about image retrieval research and designing an Image Retrieval system. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The current state of the image retrieval the history of the content-based image retrieval are often divided into 

three phases: The retrieval supported artificial notes. The retrieval supported vision character of image 

contents. The retrieval supported image semantic features. The image retrieval that's supported artificial notes 

labels images by using text firstly, actually it's already changed image retrieval into 

traditional keywords retrieval. There are two problems remain during this method. On the one hand, it brings 

too heavy workload. On the opposite hand, it still remains subjectivity and uncertainty. Because the image 

retrieval that's supported artificial notes that  still remains insufficiency, the farther study that adapts vision 

image features has been come up and become the most study. The character of this method is image feature 

extraction impersonally, whether the retrieval is sweet or not depends on the accuracy of 

the features extraction. So, the research supported vision features is becoming the main target within the 

academic community. The feature of vision are often classified by semantic hierarchy into middle level feature 

and low- level feature. Low-level feature includes color, texture and inflexion.  
Methodologies of Image Retrieval 

 Image retrieval techniques have been developed by researchers .and there are some of being most important 

and widely used image retrieval techniques 

  

Fig. 1 Methodologies of image retrieval 
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